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Abstract: This work describes the Group Security Association (GSA) Management 
model and protocol as developed in the Secure Multicast Group (SMuG) in the 
IETF. The background reasoning from the Internet Key Exchange (IKE) 
protocol perspective is explained, together with the notion of Security 
Associations (SA) in the unicast case. This serves as a basis for a requirements 
for Group SA for multicast. Finally, the definition and construction of a GSA 
is described. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

There is significant interest in the networking industry and content 
delivery network industry to use IP multicast a vehicle for data delivery to a 
large audience. One major hindrance to the successful deployment of IP 
multicast and other group-oriented communication protocols has been the 
lack of security for both the content and the content-delivery infrastructure. 
In particular, there has been increasing demand for secure solutions for the 
1-to-Many type of group communications, as exemplified by the interest of 
the cable television sector in using the Internet for content distribution and 
by the recent emergence of the single-source paradigm in IP multicasting. 

To this end, the IETF designated in mid-1998 the creation of the Secure 
Multicast Group (SMuG) under the umbrella of the Internet Research Task 
Force (IRTF) to research and develop protocols for multicast security. The 
approach adopted was to address the issues surrounding multicast security in 
three related problem-areas. These three problems-areas correspond to 
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issues relating to the transformation of multicast data, group key
management and group security policy management.

Figure 1. Secure Multicast Group (SMuG) Framework [HCBD00]

A crucial component of group key management is that of the
management of Security Associations (SA). In the unicast world, SA
management for pair-wise communications has been addressed by the
ISAKMP framework [RFC2408], and has been embodied in the Internet Key
Exchange (IKE) protocol [RFC2409]. As understood by IKE, ISAKMP
(and more broadly, the IETF), the term “key management” incorporates the
wider aspects of keying material, including cryptographic keys, key
identities, and other parameters that support the establishment of common
(symmetric) keys and both ends of a unicast connection.

In the context of IP multicast, and the wider field of group
communications, the SA management model underlying ISAKMP/IKE is
insufficient due to the fact that a group has many members (Senders and
Receivers). In particular, the notion of SA negotiations is not applicable
since multi-party negotiations of SA parameters in multicast is impractical
and resource consuming for many multicast applications.
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The current paper describes work that has been on-going in SMuG since
mid-1998 [SMuG00]. Section 2 briefly touches on the Framework
developed in SMuG [HCBD00]. Section 3 describes the requirements of
key management in unicast sense, and extends it to the multicast situation.
Section 4 defines the notion of the Group SA and provides some examples,
whilst Section 5 concludes the paper with some remarks and future
directions.

2. BACKGROUND: SMUG FRAMEWORK

The Secure IP Multicast Framework and Building Blocks document
[HCBD00] describes a number of entities, which participate in the creation,
maintenance, and removal of secure multicast groups (Figure 1). Those that
are immediately of concern for group key management and membership
management are as follows:

Group Controller and Key Server (GCKS):
The GCKS entity embodies both the physical entity and functions of
the group controller and the key server. Although two families of
functions can be distinguished, namely membership management and
group key management, for simplicity both families of functions will
be provided by a single physical entity. For any given multicast
group, a “Main” or “Root” GCKS must be identified using methods
and mechanisms related to a group's initial definition/configuration.

Member (Receiver and Sender):
The member is the group member, defined for a particular instance of
group communications. The member entity can exist at different
layers (eg. user, host, process) and thus must be defined across the
group consistently and is best expressed through their corresponding
certificates.

Although not directly addressed in the current document, another entity
that is involved in group key management is the Remote GCKS. This is
expressed in the context of Distributed Designs in Figure 1. The Remote
GCKS expresses the scalability and inter-domain requirements of group key
management. A Remote GCKS is identical in functionality to the GCKS.
However, in terms of authorization level to perform the management of
group keys, a GCKS may possess a different relationship to another GCKS
within the same management regime. Examples include a peer relationship

•

•
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among a set of GCKS, and a hierarchical relationship where a Root GCKS is
defined and the other GCKS are subordinates of the Root.

3 . GROUP KEY MANAGEMENT: REQUIREMENTS
AND PROPERTIES

The requirements discussed in this section are for the most part not
original but come from a variety of sources. The Internet key management
literature is one source. Group key management must operate over packet
internetworks, particularly IP multicast internets. Thus group key
management has at least some of the properties of Internet key management.
Indeed, the very notion of "key management," as distinct from “key
exchange,” is taken from work done on IPsec. Thus, the Internet key
management requirements presented in this paper are gleaned from prior
work done on IP security, key management for packet networks, and
authenticated key exchange [RFC2409, RFC2412, RFC2408, RFC2407,
RFC2522, Kraw96, SDNS88, DVW92]. Our second source of requirements
is taken from previous work on multicast security [RFC2627, CP99, HH99a,
HCD99].

Group key management requires additional properties beyond those
found in the Internet key management work done to date. Group keying
material, for example, are not negotiated but sent to and shared by groups of
members, which must agree to common policies that are not negotiated
[CP99, HH99a]. Furthermore, the key exchange/distribution architecture is
not only peer-to-peer but also operates between key server and key client
[HCBD00]. The common and distinct properties of Internet key management
and group key management are the subject of this section.

Section 3.2 discusses group key management. Section 3.1 is an overview
of internet key management and its applicability to group key management.
In both sections we consider the needed properties of a group key
management protocol.

3.1 Internet Key Management and Key Determination

The “authenticated key exchange” (AKE) notion is basic to inter-net key
management and key determination protocols, which seek to thwart attacks
that may occur on an unsecured network. The types of attacks include man-
in-the-middle, connection-hijacking, and reflection/replay attacks, many of
which can be combated by mechanisms such as “direct authentication”,
which integrate authentication into the key exchange, as described in the
STS protocol [DVW92]. Messages that are exchanged as part of a “run”
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should be chained with authenticable information, including random data
that is contributed by each party in a two-party key exchange. This technique
helps ensure that messages received by a peer match what the other peer
sent. Work has been done, moreover, to formally prove AKE properties
based upon the matching of messages sent and received by peers in the
exchange [BR93]. When session keys are used to protect exchanges that
determine other session keys, “perfect forward secrecy” (PFS) can ensure
that “…disclosure of long-term secret keying material does not compromise
the secrecy of the exchanged keys from earlier runs” - so long as
authentication is linked to the key exchange [DVW92]. The PFS
requirement, however, entails the performance penalty of a Diffie-Hellman
exchange, which may not be appropriate for all applications.

The notion of a “selectable level of security” is also basic to key
management on internetworks, which are composed of diverse
communications  networks  and  host computers. In this environment, some
applications may trade-off  better security for reduced  communications  and
computing costs. The security choices depend upon application need as well
as the capabilities of the hosts and network devices. In order to support
heterogeneous network and host devices, Internet key management supports
multiple types of exchanges that can be composed in various ways; some
exchanges may support identity protection and provide PFS, for example,
while others may not [Kraw96]. To accommodate diversity, a versatile
approach supports  a  variety  of transforms and Diffie-Hellman groups, all of
which can be negotiated among communicating entities [RFC2412,
RFC2409]. Internet key management, moreover, supports a "forward
migration   path" in  the  protocol  so that new algorithms can be introduced, as
older methods need to be replaced [RFC2409, RFC2412, RFC2408,
Kraw96].

In fact, the key establishment procedure itself may need to be replaced
over time, and the Internet Security Architecture has a key management
framework, the Internet Security Association and Key Management Protocol
(ISAKMP), which defines an abstract set of exchanges, organized by modes
and phases to provide a selectable level of protection [RFC2408, Kraw96].
To provide a versatile solution for internet key management, ISAKMP
permits alternative authentication mechanisms in its exchanges and is
parameterized by a domain of interpretation (DOI) in which specific key
determination mechanisms are defined through the specification of the name
space, policy, specific payloads and, optionally, new exchanges. In this way,
ISAKMP is designed to be extended for alternative uses and to allow a
forward  migration of key exchange protocols and cryptographic transforms.
Although the flexibility of their approach may arguably result in more
complexity, which  may  in turn lead to weaker security, the ISAKMP authors
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recommend  the  use  of  ISAKMP  as  a single key management framework for
new uses such as group key management, as well as transport and
application  key management [RFC2408]. New uses can be realized through
the specification of a DOI.

Figure 2. A Security Association (SA) between two entities

ISAKMP achieves its versatility by being more abstract than a key
determination  protocol  since  it  manages security associations (SA) and not
just  keys. The  SA  abstraction  [RFC2408, RFC2401, RFC2522, SDNS88]
encapsulates  keys  and  information  about  keys,  such  as  key  lifetimes  and
cryptographic policies, so as to allow all significant aspects of the security to
be  modified  to  the  needs  of  the  application  and environment. In the current
Internet  Security  Architecture,  however,  SA  management  is  peer  to  peer  as
depicted in the Figure 2.

The  SA  is  defined  to  be  simplex  in  the  Internet  Security  Architecture
[RFC2401] and is identified by a Security Parameter Index (SPI) [RFC2401,
RFC2522]. SAs are established according to local policy [RFC2401,
SDNS88] using exchanges that are designed to protect against basic key
establishment attacks, such as man in the middle, connection hijacking,
replay/reflection, and  denial of service [RFC2408]. Although  the  first three
types  of  attacks  are  the subject of authenticated key exchange mechanisms,
protection against the denial-of-service attack uses a pairwise cookie
mechanism [RFC2522] between peer entities, which appears used in the
ISAKMP header for all exchanges [RFC2408, RFC2409].

Since we assume that group key management must operate across diverse
internetworks,  particularly  IP  multicast  networks,  then at least some of the
properties of Internet key management are required for group key
management. These  properties, broadly stated, are summarized in the points
below:

1. Protection against man-in-the-middle, connection-hijacking,
replay/reflection, and denial-of-service attacks.
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2. Selectable  level  of  security protection in key establishment, such as
alternative transforms, optional PFS and identity protection to
support heterogeneous internet applications and computers.

3. Alternative  authentication  mechanisms such as shared key, PKI, and
public key to support diverse trust models.

4. Forward  migration  path  for  new  security  mechanisms  such  as  new
cryptographic transforms and even new exchanges.

5. A  single  key management framework to support the establishment of
Security  Associations  according to the local policies of internet host
and intermediate systems.

We assume that these properties should be properties of group key
management as well. As discussed next, group key management has
additional needs beyond the five points summarized above.

3.2 Group Key Management

From  the  previous  section,  it  is  clear  that  many of the requirements and
design features of Internet key management are needed by group key
management. In  fact, many of the payloads, exchanges, and transformsfound
in  ISAKMP  and  IKE  may  be  suitable  for  group  key  management:  Many
group key management protocols and algorithms, moreover, such as GKMP,
LKH, OFT, GSAKMP, NARK  and  MARKS  assume  a  unique  key  for  a
member,  which  is  established  using  point-to-point  procedures  with  a   key
server [RFC2093, RFC2094, RFC2627, BMS99, HH99b, BF99, Bris99]. For
the  purposes  of  authenticating  a  potential  group  member  and  initializing  it
with  keys,  group-keying  material  must  be  “pulled”  by  an  individual  client
from  the  server.  Group  members  whose  computers  are  off-line  during  key
updates  also  must  pull  keying  material  to  be  re-initialized  (or  to  request  re-
initialization  by  the  GCKS)  in  a  secure,  probably  point-to-point  protocol.
Use  of  IKE  unchanged  (with  the  IPsec  DOI),  however,  is  out  of  the  question
owing  to  the  need  to  support  key  distribution  in  addition  to  exchange  (i.e.,  an
external key is given to the member by the GCKS), the need for policy
distribution rather than policy negotiation, and the use of multicast
communications  to  push  key  updates  to  promulgate  key  changes  needed  to
refresh  keys  that  reach  the  end  of  their  cryptographic  lifetime  and  to  replace
keys  resulting  from  changes  in  group  membership.  Several algorithms have
been  proposed  to  efficiently  accomplish  group  re-key  and  maintenance
[RFC2627,  BMS99,  HH99b,  Bris99].  A  versatile  group  key  management
building  block  will  support  a  variety  of  alternative   algorithms  to  offer  a
forward  migration  path  when  new  algorithms  are  developed  or  flaws  in
existing algorithms are uncovered.
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The  use  of  a  multicast  service  to  “push”  key  updates  and  other  control
messages  from  the  GCKS  to  members  relieves  the  GCKS  of  the  burden  of
contacting  each  member  individually  to  change  the  key  or  the  configuration
of  the  group  [CP99,  HH99a,  RFC2627,  BMS99,  HH99b].  In  this   way,   group
key  management  can  scale  to  very  large  numbers  of  members.  This  ability  to
deploy  multicast  itself  for  group  key  management  is  attractive  for  a  variety
of  applications.  This  property  may  be  superfluous  for  pure  pay-per-view
sessions  where  the  member  is  keyed  once  and never  again  for  duration  of  the
session. But for subscription sessions or sessions where keys must be
changed, a good multicast application design principles will protect the
GCKS  from being the target of periodic, and possibly synchronized, requests
from  large numbers of members attempting to pull keys.

Unlike large-scale subscription groups, short-lived, dynamic groups,
which  are  characterized  by  relatively  small numbers of members, may need
group key management to minimize the time it takes to create and add
members to a group. Thus, group key management must be able to
efficiently maintain very large, secure groups, to support large numbers of
members, while not precluding fast initialization, maintenance, and
destruction for smaller groups that engage in impromptu group
communications  [CP99,  RFC2627,  HH99b].  The  need  to  support  a  range  of
performance  and  scalability  needs  for  diverse  applications  is  very  much  a
goal  of  Internet  key  management  that  is  shared  by  group  key  management.

It is clear, however, that the security associations for group key
management  are  more  complex,  or  at  least  more  numerous, than  for  unicast
key  management.  Whereas  the  latter  establishes  a  key  management  SA  to
protect  application  SAs  (where  a  minimum  of  two  are  needed  to  key  an
Internet  application  process),   group key management requires at least three:
There  is  a  “pull”  SA  between  the  group  member  and  the  GCKS,  a  “push”  SA
between the GCKS and all the group members, and an SA to protect
application  data  from  sender-members  to  receiver-members.  In  fact,  each
sender  to  the  group  may  use  a  unique  key  for  their  data  and  use  a  separate
SA:  there  may  be  more  SAs  than  there  are  group  senders.

Group  key  management,  therefore,  uses  a  different  set  of  abstractions
than  ISAKMP  and  IKE.  The  abstractions  used,  however,  may  be  built  from
the  ISAKMP  abstractions:  in  our  approach,  the  Group  Security  Association
(GSA)  includes  the  attributes  of  the  Internet  Security  Architecture  SA,  which
is succinctly defined as the encapsulation of keys and policies [RFC2409] as
follows:

• a SA has selectors, such as source and destination transport
addresses.
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• a SA has properties, such as an security parameter index (SPI) or
cookie pair, and identities.

• a SA has cryptographic policy, such as the algorithms, modes, key
lifetimes, and key lengths used for authentication or confidentiality.

• a SA has keys, such as authentication, encryption and signing keys.

As is discussed in the next section, a GSA contains the SA attributes plus
some additional ones:

• a GSA has group policy attributes, such as the kind of signed
credential needed for group membership and whether the group will
be given new keys when a member is added (called "backward re-
key" below) or whether group members will be given new keys when
a member is removed from the group ("backward re-key").

• a GSA has SAs as attributes.

The final point, a GSA includes multiple SAs, is graphically depicted in
Figure 3 and discussed more fully in the next section.

The following list summarizes the desired properties of Internet group
key management:

1. The five properties of Internet key management as described in the
previous section.

2. Support for the IRTF Secure Multicast (SMuG) Reference
Framework, having a GCKS that controls access to the group of
sending and receiving members according to the group policy it
distributes

3. Support for IP multicast applications where there may be one or more
senders to the group who may each have a unique SA to the group or
who may each share a common SA to the group.

4. Support for both receiver-initiated “pull” of policy and keying
material in addition to server-initiated “push” using a variety of re-
key algorithms.

5. Selectable level of performance for group key management, which
permits tradeoffs in startup latency, re-initialization complexity,
message overhead, join latency, leave latency, and other security-
related performance such as transforms.

Group key management requires a protocol with the five properties listed
above. The protocol must be capable of establishing security relationships
that are not just peer-to-peer but also between GCKS and a group of
members (e.g., for re-key) and among sending and receiving members (e.g.,
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for data protection). This section suggested that these relationships might be
built upon group security associations, which in turn build upon the security
association concept of IPsec and ISAKMP/IKE, as described in the next
section.

4. GROUP SECURITY ASSOCIATION: REASONING
AND DEFINITION

4.1 Structure of a GSA: Reasoning

There are three categories of SAs aggregated into a GSA. We choose this
structure to better realize a GSA in our key management environment, the
SMUG Reference Framework [HCBD00]. There is a need to maintain SAs
between a Key Server and a group member (either a sender, a receiver or
both) and among members. In the SMUG Reference Framework, the Key
Server is called the “GCKS”, which is charged with access control to the
group keys, with policy distribution to client members or prospective
members, and with group key dissemination to sender and receiver client
members. This structure is common in many group key management
environments [HH99a,HH99b, CP99, RFC2627, BMS99, Bris99]. There are
two SAs established between the GCKS and the members Category-1,  or
SA1 and Category-2, or SA2), and there is an SA established among the
sending and receiving members (Category-3 or SA3) as shown in Figure 3.
The term SA1, SA2 and SA3 is used to simplify the following discussion.

The first category of SA (namely SA1 in Figure 3) is initiated by the
member to pull GSA information from the GCKS; this is how the member
requests to join the secure group or has its GSA keys re-initialized after
being disconnected from the group (e.g., when its host computer has been
turned off during re-key operations as described below). The GSA
information pulled down from the GCKS include the SA, keys and policy
used to secure the data transmission between sending and receiving
members; this is SA3 in Figure 3. Note that SA3 is a category of SA, and
this implies that there may be multiple SAs established between member
senders and member receivers - at least as an option. There may exist, for
example, a single SA of category SA3 in which all senders share common
keys and associated information. Alternatively, there may be one or more
SAs of category SA3 that are unique to the particular sender. An SA3
security association may be re-established or have its keys modified through
re-key operations, which occur over an SA of category SA2. Keys are
pushed through an SA of category SA2 to support subscription groups.
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Figure 3. GSA Structure

Thus, the aim is to use SA1 to initially securely download SA2 and SA3
from the GCKS to the members. SA2 is then used for control messages,
while SA3 for data messages. Included in the set of control messages is the
update or replacement of SA3. Thus, we say that SA2 is used to “update”
SA3, since it is anticipated that there will be far fewer use of SA2 compared
to SA3 (e.g. SA3 for voluminous streaming media data). Naturally, the
cryptographic policy for SA2 must specify strengths equal or stronger than
SA3. Two options (al least) are available for “updating” the SA2 in turn.
The SA2 can be updated through SA1 again (unicast) or the “old” SA2 can
be used to update to a “new” SA2. We have left this as an implementation
option, since the definition of a GSA must cater for a wide variety of
applications.

Note that for applications where key updates occur within the data stream
(protected using SA3), the GSA definition requires that SA2 be declared as
“null” (which is different from saying it is non-existent). This is also true for
group key management schemes that rely solely on point-to-point. Most
others combine unicast exchanges for initialization with multicast
distribution for re-key. In some cases, such as in a pure pay-per-session
(PPV) application, all of the SA information needed for the session may be
distributed at the time of registration or selection of a session (i.e. over an
SA1); re-key and re-initialization may not be necessary, so there is no SA2.
For subscription groups where keying material is changed as membership
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changes, an SA2 is needed to re-initialize an SA3. Hence, in summary, the
GSA concept sees the three Categories of SAs as being inseparable.

4.2 Definition of GSA

A GSA is defined to include an aggregate of three (3) categories of SAs.
The three categories of  SAs correspond to the three kinds of
communications, best seen from the point of view of the Receiver (Member).
Figure 3 depicts this concept:

• Category-1 SA:
a SA is required for (bi-directional) unicast communications

between the GCKS and a group member (be it a Sender or Receiver).
This SA is established only between the GCKS and a Member. In the
SMuG Reference Framework, the GCKS entity is charged with
access control to the group keys, with policy distribution to members
(or prospective members), and with group key dissemination to
Sender and Receiver members. This use of a (unicast) SA as a
starting point for key management is common in a number of group
key management environments [HH99a, HH99b, CP99, RFC2627,
BMS99, Bris99].

Note that this (unicast) SA is used to protect the other elements of
the GSA (such as the other following two categories of SAs), either
in a push or pull model. As such, this SA is crucial and is inseparable
from the other two SAs as the definition of a GSA.

From the perspective of one given GCKS, there are as many
unique Category-1 SAs as there are members (Senders and/or
Receivers) in the group. Thus there may be a scalability concern for
some applications, so a Category-l SA may be used on-demand
whereas Category-2 and Category-3 SAs are established at least for
the life of the sessions that they support.

• Category-2 SA:
a SA is required for the multicast transmission of key-

management/control messages (unidirectional) from the GCKS to all
group members. As such, this SA is known by the GCKS and by all
members of the group.

This SA is not negotiated, since all the group members must share
it. Thus, the GCKS must be the authentic source and act as the sole
point of contact for the group members to obtain this SA.

From the perspective of each participant in a group (GCKS and
all members), there is at least one (1) Category-2 SA for the group.
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Note that this allows for the possibility of the GCKS deploying
multiple Category-2 SA for other security management purposes.

• Category-3 SA:
one or more SAs are required for the multicast transmission of

data messages (unidirectional) from the Sender to other group
members. This SA is known by the GCKS and by all members of the
group.

Similarly, regardless of the number of instances of this third
category of SA, this SA is not negotiated. Rather, all group members
obtain it from the GCKS. The GCKS itself does not use this category
of SA since it is assumed that the GCKS does not transmit data
(content) messages.

From the perspective of the Receivers, there is at least one
Category-3 SAs for the member-sender (one or more) in the group.
This allows for the possibility of including group IDS (GID) in
transmission of data packets from the senders in the group.

There are a number of possibilities with respect to the number of
Category-3 SAs and the use of GIDs:

(i)

(ii)

(iii)

Each sender in the group could be assigned a unique
Category-3 SA, thereby resulting in each receiver having to
maintain as many Category-3 SA as there are senders in the
group.
The entire group deploys a single Category-3 SA for all
senders, together with the use of GIDs. Receivers would then
be able to filter based on the GIDs, whilst maintaining only
one Category-3 SA.
A combination of(i) and (ii) above.

4.3 Forward and Backward Rekey

The re-key operation is needed to ensure that messages sent to the group
cannot be accessed by a former member whose membership has been
revoked by the GCKS; some applications may also require that a member
who joins a group be denied access to messages that were sent to the group
prior to its membership [CP99, HH99a, BMS99]. We call the first case,
forward rekey, when a key change is prompted by a member leaving the
group. The latter is called backward rekey, when a re-key is caused by a new
member joining the group. Note that the terms “forward/backward secrecy”
and “forward/backward security” have been used interchangeably in the
literature [CP99, HH99a, BMS99, HH99b].
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5. SUMMARY AND FUTURE WORK

This paper has described the Group Security Association (GSA)
Management model and protocol as developed in the Secure Multicast
Group (SMuG) in the IETF.

In order to progress to the point of worthy specifications and working
implementations, several questions, among others, must be answered:

• What framework should be used for the group key management
building block?

• How many of each category of SA should be allowed in a GSA?
• What transport should be used for Category-2 SA key management

control messages?

The first question asks whether the Internet key management framework,
ISAKMP, should be used or whether some invented framework should be
used to express, specify, and/or implement group key management.

The second question that must be answered is how many SAs of
Category-2 and Category-3 must the group key management framework
support? This issue has ramifications for how complex the framework will
be in terms of messages and payloads. Multiple Category-3 SAs, for
example, may be used to bundle keying material for multiple, related groups
such as for multimedia sessions [RFC 1889]. A related question concerns
GSA updates: are operations needed to modify existing SAs? Such
operations may be very complex and may entail changes to group policy,
which may have significant ramifications on access control. Re-key
algorithms such as LKH and OFT update SAs by modifying keys. Whereas
TLS supports operations to change the cipher, IKE requires that a new SA be
created and the old SA deleted as the means by which an SA is modified.

The third question is the transport to be used for Category-2 SA messages
which are multicast and which have reliability requirements. Should a
reliable multicast services be assumed? Should it be integrated into the
protocol? More consideration is needed on the effects of providing a
multicast key management services to groups of members, large and small,
static and dynamic.

These and other questions will be addressed in the near future in the
Secure Multicast Group (SMuG) in the IETF.
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